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Mss 27 Harold S. Jacoby Nisei Collection
Interview with Harold Jacoby about
Japanese Internment and World War II
1986
Interviewed by [Mary B. Arthur]
Transcribed by Katelyn Getchel
Tape 3
Start of Side A (Audio Tape 3)
Jacoby: So, this, practically, stopped for the time being. The release program that the WRA
[War Relocation Authority] had set up and tried to get a different procedure set up. So,
from about the first of November on, leave activity ground down to a low figure, it didn’t
stop entirely, but gone right down. In the meantime, [WRA] was working with the justice
department, FBI [Federal Bureau of Investigation], with the army and navy to find a way
in which there could be a screening that would be acceptable and this led to what is
known as the registration process. Well, the army, right after Pearl Harbor, had just
stopped all induction of persons of Japanese ancestry in the army. Then they began to
have second thoughts. The experience of the one hundredth infantry battalion that went
to camp savage. [Levin] realized that. “Hey, we’ve got a lot of young men in these camps
who would make good soldiers, but how we gonna do this?” Well, they decided that they
would combine the registration with a social service, a military service screening as well.
Actually, the form that came out was a questionnaire form. It was an application for
leave. Now, this already made certain people apprehensive because they had been
taken out of the camp, out of their homes, put in these camps and then, particularly,
where we were, Tule Lake, they were still in California. They didn't want to go further
east. They wanted to stay fairly close to where they’re familiar. So, here’s an application
for leave, “I don’t wanna leave. Why should I fill out an application for leave?” That was
item number one. Then, they were using the same thing for men between the ages of
sixteen and thirty, something like that, as information for classification for military service
and there was some pressures from the older Japanese on the- they didn’t want the
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young people cause after all they've been turned out, been shut out of the recruiting
station, they were insulted. Now, you turn around and do this kinda thing. We don’t want
them going into the army, into the war. You put us here, you release us, and they’ll fight
for the country. So, there was, right away, a certain amount of suspicion and resistance
to this whole thing. Then the very famous pair of questions that came up and I forget the
numbers on here, but they're all in the book. Two of the questions had to do with, “Would
you be loyal to the United States and this and that and the rest and, well, the Issei said,
“Look, what you're asking for us is to be stateless persons. You’re not permitting us to
become citizens of the United States. If we say we’re loyal to the United States, what
does that mean so far as our relationship to Japan where we do have citizenship?” Well,
we had a catastrophe, well not a catastrophe, it was a misfortune. Each of the camps
was supposed to send somebody back to Washington for a conference preliminary to
the putting in of the registration program and the project director who was the new man,
Harvey Coverley, had designated the assistant director, Joe Hayes to go east. Well,
now, Joe would come, he was a big friendly outgoing sort of a guy, had come into the
program from the Farm Security Administration. He didn’t join up because he was
concerned about the evacuation and he wasn't cruel, he wasn't a racist, in particular,
person but he had ambition. He didn’t like this response, but he was hoping he’d get
another job and he went back to Washington, and from all the reports, he didn’t attend
very many of these training sessions. He was out trying to make connections. So, he
came back to the project without any information, without any indication that anything
was wrong or so forth and we just went- Then they turn the thing over to the Department
of Registration and Housing at some point to organize this whole thing and they had a
couple of guys there that were, how do I wanna say, they were rigid. They had no
imagination, no particular sensitivity. Not that they were cruel, but they just didn't see any
of the implications of things and they just set it up, very serious minded persons, up and
we're going to register. Well, all of a sudden, we found out that block after block after
block, well, people were sort of told to come in by numbers and so forth to register. This
came about, what, the middle of January, something like that, and then instead of having
fifty percent of the block registered by such and such date, we had only twenty percent.
Well, this, then, this is where we got into the trouble because of Harvey Coverley. I
mean, the previous director would have moved right in, talked with the people, found out
what was wrong, how we get this settled. Coverley was going to handle it by sitting up
here at his desk and giving orders. So, he began sending out orders as project director
to these people, “You must come in,” and that didn't sit very well. In the meantime
though, nationally, they had pulled back on those two questions and we'd gotten a
rewording that, “I will abide by the laws of the United States,” and that sort of thing and
this is, of course, something that any older Japanese person could agree to. No
question, they were a law abiding group on the whole. So, we went ahead with the
registration, but it was a long, slow pull and I think, maybe, as much as twenty percent of
the persons eligible to sign up for registration never did. We had the lowest sign up list.
Well, there were resistances in all the camps, but not quite as much as we had at Tule
Lake. That's why Tule Lake was selected as the place to which the so-called “Disloyal.”
Because if you didn't register or if you said, “No, no,” to these two numbers. That made
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you disloyal. Those were the key things. As it worked out, if any member of your family
said, “No, no,” and everybody else said, “Yes, yes,” the family could stay so that I've had
a number of cases where some of the young people came in and indicated they had a
pressure from the family to say no because their parents had already registered and so
forth and they wanted to stay in here. But this created- And one particular case, there's
one block particularly, twenty six block, I think, I forget what the number of it was. It was
notorious. We found out later who was kind of behind it. It was one or two individuals in
the camp, but it split every block. They used to have what they called the inu table. Inu is
a word for dog. It also means “stool pigeon,” “traitor” and a few other things and there
were-Anybody in the block who had registered and was known to have favored the
registration and [registered], “Yes, yes,” and so forth, might, in these blocks, when they
come in the mess hall, many persons around there started barking like a dog and they
were required to sit over at a certain table and that was the inu table and the tensions
were-Well, this particular block, there's a large number of the young fellows who were
just simply not planning to register. Well, again, Coverley was gonna handle this by
authoritarian measures and we had several conferences and we called in the FBI
[Federal Bureau of Investigation] representative and we called in the commanding officer
of the military police unit and they were thrashing it all around they were going to require
these fellows after all Coverley had the power, supposedly, to do this and I know they
called in this FBI [Federal Bureau of Investigation] man from Redding and I had got
pretty well acquainted with him. And it came in, they wanna know if the FBI [Federal
Bureau of Investigation] would come into the picture and his first question was, “What
law has been broken?” and it was a project director’s [u.k.] order and he said, “That’s not
a federal law,” he says, “That’s none of our business. That’s your problem.” Well, what
they did and was, damn had to be a foolhardy thing. We arranged to have a military
police come in and ring the block and then we had a couple trucks to pick up all of the
young fellows who had not registered and we're supposed to do this and, of course, for
many of them it was, supposedly, a requirement of the selective service law and I simply
told the Warden’s Organization, “You stay out of this. You keep away from this,” and
when we were in the process of, well, I had two Caucasian assistants at that time, we
made the arrests. Of course, the fellows were all packed up. They were heroes, really.
So, there was no feeling and I saw the top ones heading toward me and I said, “Get out
of here, get out of here.” Well, it was one interesting thing, to me, that we took out, it was
supposed to be twenty eight boys we were supposed to take to another camp until
things could be settled. I think twenty five showed up. Three were someplace else. It
wasn’t that they were staying away. They just didn’t get there, but we picked them up
and out of the camp. Immediately, the city council, anyway, by understanding that the
whole camp went on strike. Except, they had asked, “Everybody go on strike except the
wardens and the fire department.” We want them to stay on. Now, if I involved the
wardens in anything of the sort it would have blown the thing sky high, but they were still
looked upon as being a force for maintaining. The next day, I got a call from that block
saying there were the three other boys who were supposed to been arrested were there.
They're waiting to be arrested. Well, I come down and arrest them and by that timeWell, I went down, took a panel truck down, didn't have any military this time and we met
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the boys and we had a crowd of, maybe, about four or five hundred people all around
that thing and they started rocking that panel truck and one of the old Issei said, “Jacoby,
get out of here right away,” he says, “We can’t hold this crowd much longer.” So, we got
the boys out. What it did was to simply to dramatize the conflict in this whole picture.
Well, there was that situation and then we had a whole series of trials and so forth and
led me to simply walk into Coverley’s office and say, “I'm leaving at the end of the
month,” and I think I even got my letter of resignation here somewhere. But I stayed on
because there were certain elements that felt that my being used there would be useful
in and so I- Two or three of us sort of identified with Shirrell and his policies and while we
worked with Coverley, we still were disturbed over the trend. So, that’s the back of it. Out
of that, of course, came lists of persons who were cleared for leave. Now, I don't have
the figures month by month over the whole time, but by the time that I left WRA [War
Relocation Authority], we had about twenty five thousand Japanese Americans out on
leave in all different parts of the United States. Their expenses were paid to whatever
place they were to go. There was an office nearby that would help get housing and most
of the jobs were already arranged for the local directors of these resettlement offices,
arranged for, went around and found out, got job offers. We couldn't assign people to the
job. We get the job offer, communicate that to the camp, then the camp would show it to
the prospects and they would make a selection and we’d work all the arrangements.
That's in the Chicago episode where I found myself a hundred Japanese just had come
in to work on the, right away, workers on the Illinois Central Railroad and got into a labor
hassle, the [ICR] had to lay them all off. We had five offers to hire all of them. It got into
the newspapers and so forth. We had five offers to hire the whole bunch of them without
sending them back to the camp. If they were interested, they came to us and I said,
“Look, these are all persons who are free, there’s no restriction. They're not on parole or
anything else. If you want to reach them and make a job offer and they accept it, fine,
but we cannot assign them. We're not here in that particular way.”
Interviewer: So, what was the approximate date or exact date that you left the Tule Lake
relocation center?
Jacoby: Oh, October 15th. Yeah, 1943.
Interviewer: And then how soon after that did they start bringing in the disloyals?
Jacoby: Oh, that had all been done. No, I had agreed to stay to the end and we moved out
about six, about seven thousand loyal and I always use quotation marks loyal and
moved in about eight thousand and then there was many more to come, not many more,
but several thousand more were actually moved in after I left. But you see the loyal, and
this is the thing about the disloyal group, if any one member of the family is eligible or
required to stay, all the others could. So, you have many families where everybody as
individuals were eligible to leave, but they exercise the right to stay with the family. You
had a lot of people who purposely answered the questions so as not to have to move a
second time and so that the number of persons who quote, from our camp who were
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disloyal, which just, ridiculously, no, they were really almost no way different from the
people who were eligible to go. But meantime, a new factor had come into the picture. If
you're familiar with the fact that Hawaiian Islands, there were twice as many persons of
Japanese ancestry in the Hawaiian Islands. They constitute about thirty percent, I think,
of the population over there. Along the coast, we never had more than three percent in
any area and the group over there was, basically, while there are many evidences of all
that. But, there were a great many [ ] and they were persons who had been in Japan
from say about ‘32 [1932] on. The heightened nationalism, of the significant rise of
military power and the hatred of the west and all the rest and they came back here,
actually, to escape going to the Japanese army or the Japanese military, many of them.
Got over here and found that they were going to be eligible to be drafted and the
authorities in the islands, and I've never seen a real study of this, screened out about
five hundred of these and shipped them to the United States and scattered them through
two or three of the camps, we didn't get any directly in Tule Lake, but two or three of the
camps. Well, they became an indigestible element. First of all, they didn’t speak English
very well. They were marked, they were resentful of being moved out of the Hawaiian
Islands and moved over here and they developed certain leaders among them who kind
of organized them, somewhat, into groups. They were, obviously, the ones who were
going to be moved out of, wherever they had gone, whether Utah or Heart Mountain in
Montana, or just one of these other places, Wyoming. They were obviously the ones
going to be moved into Tule Lake as among the quote disloyal because they were really
about the only element that really had characteristics of what, as we would define it, as
disloyalty. Well, they came into the camp. Now, this was supposed to be a camp for
disloyal. Supposedly, this, one of the frequently used figures of speech was that one of
these days we simply back up a transport ship and load all these people from Tule Lake
on the ship and take them back to Japan and large numbers, both of the real disloyal
and of these technical disloyal people, sort of anticipated, “Well, we’re at Tule Lake now.
I guess our future is out of being repatriated to Japan.” Well, these young fellows came
in, they were all fellas, they said, “Look, we've been in Japan most recently. This is, in a
sense, a suburb of Tokyo because, now, Tule Lake, this is gonna be for the disloyal. We
oughta run this camp.” Well, we had a new project director by that time, Ray Best, who
was a toughie and just push him a little bit and, believe me, you got just the opposite of
what you were pushing him for and this group was already, some of them had already
come to the camp before I left and we’d had one or two encounters with them. They’d
come in late, they'd been shodded off into [five] buildings that, perhaps, had been used
by somebody else and worked nicely, fixed up, and they were the ones we were having
most trouble with. They were running around trying to scrounge lumber from projects on
the campus and so forth. Even our police department was a little bit hesitant to challenge
these guys because, I don’t know if you’re familiar with this, I've just written a whole
piece on it about the death of a, Mr. Shoji Muto [Sanji Muto], who was a student at the
old University of Pacific in San Jose, who was assassinated in 1933 in Japan. He was a
very important business man over there and had been a political leader, but had killed
two prime ministers and half dozen other top figures in Japanese government and the
book, one major books, Hugh Byas’s book Government by Assassination, and this
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younger group was steeped in that particular approach. I mean, when you didn’t like the
guy, you assassinate him. And our wardens, who were all Americans in the sense of
having lived here a long time, were aware of this. So, they were here, well, they
precipitated an incident, and I won't try and get into it, two weeks after I left and I think it
was on November 4th that they invaded the staff area, meantime the staff had put up a
fence and something, I forget what it was. I wasn’t there at the time. But they invaded
the staff area and, finally, the staff director called for the military unit to come in and the
military unit took charge of the camp until January. I wouldn't say that I had seen it
coming, but I fully understood how it came about. That it was not due to any special
mismanagement by the WRA [War Relocation Authority]. We made a lot of mistakes. I
could go back and recount those in large numbers, but it was just this situation that
developed out of the registration, the desegregation, and the establishment of Tule Lake
as the segregation center for the whole operation. What a lot of people know only about
Tule Lake during that period from August or September of ‘43 [1943] on and I've run into
a lot of people saying, “Well, I was in Tule Lake.” I don't remember, or something like
that, and I would say, “Well, did go directly from your home to-?” “Well, no, we were in
some other place first then we came to Tule Lake.” Well, I said, “No wonder we didn’t
meet because I got out and I didn’t want to work with you.”
Interviewer: When it came time for you to consider leaving Tule Lake because of what was
going on and what was happening, did you ever consider going back to COP [College of
the Pacific] at that point or did want toJacoby: No.
Interviewer: You hadn’t signed up for any length of time…
Jacoby: No, no, and I was also aware that the whole situation at COP [College of the Pacific] at
the time had changed. The military naval units were in place. As I told you the other day,
all they wanted from faculty was somebody who could teach American history, math,
and science and that particular thing. And, in fact, when I came back in ‘46 [1946], the
first term I was here, I came back and taught entirely at the junior college, that particular
segment, all I had was three sections of American history to teach and it took them the
fall before we could get the sociology operation under way. No, I had two or three things
in mind, but Mr. [Shirrell], who had been the project director, had left the first of January
of ‘43 [1943] and Coverley came in to go back to Chicago, to open up the resettlement
work and I got in touch with him and I said, “Is any place in the [ ]?” I got a wire back
immediately saying, “We have an opening here and if you're interested, I'd like to
arrange for your transfer.” Well, I had looked into a couple of other possibilities, we’d left
and gone down to the bay area where my parents were living at the time. But within a
very short time, I got the transfer, the travel authorization, and we picked up and went
back to Chicago to work in the resettlement, which was a more hopeful kind of thing, just
to fill that out. Got there in mid-November twenty-something like that. We moved in with
the Shirrells for almost three weeks before we could find a house, but then came the
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blow. In December, word that Shirrell was being moved to Kansas City [at a time when
Vernon Kennedy] was [being] moved from Kansas City to Chicago. Well, Shirrell took
this as a blow. He felt this was just-he had been moved twice, no, he had been moved
once before, this was the second time, and he said, “Nothing doing,” and he went to
work for Curtiss Candy Company which had been one of the companies that have taken
a large number of Japanese persons. He became the head personnel man in that
particular case. Well, it turned out that what the Kansas City, and I learned all of this
because I got into the top level operations later on, that the work in Kansas City under
Vernon Kennedy had just not developed and that was looked upon as being a really
important possibility there. The work in Chicago had been going along so famously that
they figured well what we better do is to- Kennedy coming in here can't do any harm and
Shirrell may be able to get something started in Kansas City, but he wouldn't stand still
for that. Well, I took the position in the office there and some community relations
specialist or community analyst, I don't know, sort of a made up job. I was not one of the
relocation officers we had there that worked with the people. Kennedy came in, looked
over the table of organization and my [G.A.F.] rating, this was a civil service rating, was
too high for filling one of the relocation office positions. They didn't want to keep- the
other thing they said, “Alright, we’ll make you assistant director.” That's the way I got to
be assistant director. Well, it basically consisted of sitting on the other side of the big
tremendous desk and writing letters. I did a lot of other things that I can't remember. I’ve
often wondered, “How did I fill out the day?” Turned out though that we got along.
Kennedy and I got along alright, except he got a big head on the idea that he had moved
up the places-Now, he’d like to move to Washington so he wanted to start a quarrel with
the head of the relocation program in Washington, figuring that he could toppling him
from that job and then Kennedy would move up into that particular thing. And very often,
in certain situations, I would write a letter and he would look at it and say, “This isn’t
going to make him mad. Can’t you put another way and sort of irritate him and so forth?
This was fine.” Well, it got to the point where it wasn’t too pleasant to work with and
there were some other situations. We didn't have a car of our own at that time. Joyce
was now, sort of, isolated with two small youngsters out in Oak Park and, maybe, we’d
better think about some other particular thing. Well, all of a sudden- Oh, in the fall, as I
was leaving Tule Lake, about that time, the federal government had organized what they
called the Office of Foreign relations, Foreign Relief and Rehabilitation Operations
[OFRRO] and I put in an application for that and I had heard, practically, nothing about it.
I had seen later on that it was combined with what they call MERRA Middle East Relief
and Rehabilitation Administration and it was now called UN, the United Nation, this is
before the United Nations was organized and as a new organization, but we were the
United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Operation. This is the two things we got
organized. Well, I had almost forgotten about that. Middle of May, I got a telephone call,
“was I still interested?” And it came just about the time that I was getting fed up with
what we were going through and I said, “Yeah, very much interested.” “Well, all right, will
you show up to the University of Chicago for an interview?” Well, I walked into the
interview room and the person who's going to interview me was [ ] Fryer, who had been
the top regional director for the WRA [War Relocation Authority] on the west coast, and
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while we were never really close friends, he immediately recognized me and he says,
“Well, I don't wanna ask you any questions. What questions do you have about [ ]?” And
that was- I went home and said, “Joyce-” Well, actually, what happened was I went
overseas and she went back to Pasadena to be with her family, in that particular case,
but the fall before, I finally announced this. We had had a visit from the number two man
of the relocation division in Washington out in Chicago who wanted to get things
straightened out with Vernon Kennedy, my boss, and Kennedy said, “Well, send their
number two man out here and the number two man will greet him. You stay here and
meet him, I'll be someplace else.” So, I don't know what the guy's name was, we knew
one another sort of. He walked in and he says, “Vern here?” And I said, “No, he's been
gone someplace else.” “Well,” he says, “he asked me to talk with him.” I says, “No, [I
don’t want to be] talking with you. I don’t wanna get you mixed in with this thing.” But,
well, it turned out that Kennedy was being transferred to some very minor place in the
southeast and then this [chap] said, “We would like you to stay on and be regional
director.” And I shook my head and I said, “I'm sorry, Rex, but I'm leaving to go along
with UNRRA [United Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration].” So, I did, for
about two weeks, have the job of acting director of the relocation program in the Chicago
area. So, I left that about the middle of July.
Interviewer: So, it was a combination of factors.
Jacoby: Oh, yes. There were all things that kind of fitted together, yes. Yes.
Interviewer: Right. The time you were there, as far as the duties themselves, were they
enjoyable enough or?
Jacoby: Oh, yes. Yeah, it was a bureaucratic job. It was partly budget, it was make sure we had
staff, it was to be public relations. Something would blow up. I remember one case, a
couple of the youngsters who were in Chicago had been arrested for some charge and I
went down to the court hearings and the judge and indicated my relationship and he
said, “Are you to protect them?” I said, “Not the thing. They gotta stand on their own two
feet. I'm just here to report on the process, to make sure that the fact that they are
Japanese doesn't complicate it, make it more difficult.” And I met with various groups
and I would go out and make speeches to church groups and civic groups and that sort
of thing on the whole relocation program. So, I didn't have too much direct contact with
the evacuees if they came out and took jobs. So, it didn't have that kind of close contract
with what was going on with the Japanese. Oh, I did work through a number of them
[Toga Tonaka] was one I remember very much, so keep in touch with them as sources
of information about what was happening in the moment, the evacuations.
Interviewer: So, a lot of the letter writing you were doing was to find places for these people?
Jacoby: No, that was up to the staff. I don't know what letters- it was probably policy and
planning and I don’t know.
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Interviewer: Just a lot ofJacoby: You know, there were some days that, what’s the so and so’s law? Work expands to fill
the time available.
Interviewer: Right. Well, you said that Joyce and then your two sons at that time went to
Pasadena while you went overseas.
Jacoby: Yes, and then on up to Berkeley.
Interviewer: They never did join you over there or?
Jacoby: Oh, that’s another story. They should have, but they didn't and I'd rather stay with the
Japanese. Cause I could give you a lot of experience. I’ll tell you this much, that I was
associate director of one of the refugee camps in just south of Gaza in Palestine. This
was before Israel was established and I would say that the life in those refugee camps
was far less comfortable, less adequate, protected and so forth than we had in the
camps and these people were not put in there because they were accused of doing
something. They had just left Greece to flee the Germans and we were supposed to be
helping them get ready to go home and repatriate and so forth. But it did give me a
chance to see two different kinds of camp existence and to which the relocation camps
simply stood out as being vastly different. The only thing is that the people in the refugee
camp could come and go. I would get up to Jerusalem. I’d run into ten or a dozen or
more of the people from the camp who were up there spending the day. They weren't
prisoners in any sense of the word, just, we provided them with a place to stay and food,
medical care and so forth.
Interviewer: Yeah, okay. So, then your time at Tule Lake, do you have any regrets about the
time there or was it for the most part really rewarding?
Jacoby: No, it was I-as long as it was not a segregation center. As I said in my letter of
resignation, I was not interested in a custodial care position. No, I think I thoroughly
enjoyed the thing up there. Even though there were many times it was distasteful work, I
was part of the organization, if you wanna use a term, a team player and something of
that sort, and recognized that responsibility the line of authority and so forth and,
generally, I was in on many of the decisions that were made and I had my chance to
express my apprehensions and dislike and so forth and then the decision was made, all
right, there you go ahead. No, I think this was, really, a very remarkable time in my life.
Of course, the Japanese people to work with were on the whole-Well, one of the things
we used to say, “Thank goodness we don't have fifteen thousand Irish here.” It would
have been a very different kind of a world.
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Interviewer: So, then it was at least after 1946 when you came back to Stockton. When was it
thatJacoby: I came back in time to start-See, we have a trimester base at that time. I was back in
time for the third trimester which began, I think, about March first of ‘46 [1946].
Interviewer: Exactly when did most of the Japanese return to Stockton?
Jacoby: Well, they were already on their way back here and there was a WRA [War Relocation
Authority] man located here to kind of give them assistance in housing and the
community relations. I didn't, and perhaps I'm ashamed to say it, I didn't fit back into that
program. Of course, I was just kind of getting back, housing was a problem. We had the
two youngsters and the only place we could get was a one room bungalow, one room
and a bedroom bungalow, out at Morada and the commuting and all the rest and getting
back into the classroom. So, that I couldn’t give you much. I do know that in many places
the returning Japanese were welcomed with considerable measure of open arms. Other
places, there was a kind of resentment. There were incidents. There were a few that
were fired upon. The one I know best was up around Auburn and I'd seen about it and
the guy that was fired upon was one that I would like to have fired upon myself. It wasn't
the fact that he was Japanese, he was a stinker and people didn’t like him for good and
sufficient reasons. But they came back with considerable apprehension. Of course, they
had been moved out here in Stockton. The Buddhist church used to be on Wash, no,
Lafayette [or] Washington Street. One of the east west streets. Monroe? Right across
from the old Monroe school. Well, and then about two blocks away was the Trinity
Presbyterian church and this was a good many Japanese lived in there. Well, when they
were moved out, it was about the time that we began to get an influx of a black field
workers into the Stockton area. Housing, we weren't building any new housing. We put
up a lot of shacks out on this nice addition and a few places just outside of town. Well,
these empty areas for the Japanese had been, of course, a very natural center and by
the time the Japanese came back, none of their homes were left and there were, I think,
problems of finding some temporary housing and then gradually moving back, but my
first real contact came, let’s see, this would have been about ‘47-’48 [1947-1948]. We
had moved into a home out here on Princeton, just west of the stadium. And I can’t
remember what year that was, about a year later. Young fellow came to me by the name
of Sam [ ] introduced himself and he says, “Somebody suggested I might be able to help
him.” He was a veteran. He wanted to find a place to live and he’d gotten a number of
rebuffs of one sort or another and he had a Cal Vet loan. If he could find the property, he
could build a house. Well, it just happened that Dave Bruner, I don’t know whether you
ever knew Dave Bruner, he was an associate of sociology. Well, they had bought a lot
almost across the street, the next block down but across the street, and then they had
found another place out in, not out to Lincoln village, but the place before that that they
like much better and so their lot was available and I got them, Sam and Dave, together.
They worked out a purchase price. The realtor backed out. He didn’t want to touch them
since it involved Japanese and so Sam went ahead and built-some of us were a little
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apprehensive about, well, how is going to be accepted. We didn’t advertise it around.
We did talk to a number of people we knew or would be favorable and, turned out, that
the whole thing was just beautiful and Sam [and Sachi] became part of the community
over there and their kids grew up and so forth. Both of them graduated from Harvard.
Both of them married non-Japanese people and both of them-Anyway, this is about my
initial contact through Sam. Well, Sam then became president of Japanese American
Citizens League and through him I became better acquainted with a lot of the Japanese,
locally here, butInterviewer: Right, and we’ll get into your participation in some of those organizations. Just one
question before we leave the other topic is do you think it was easier for those, the
Japanese who returned to cities the size of Stockton or larger, than it would have been
for those who returned to maybe just isolated families, to more rural communities?
Jacoby: I'm not sure I can make a judgment on that. Some of the rural communities, they would
already have neighboring families that they knew. It depends on whether their relations
were good or bad. They came into Stockton, I think Stockton as a whole has been a
fairly tolerant community. We've had our limitations and restrictions because, up until
that time, deed restrictions were still theoretically enforceable, psychologically
enforceable and Sam was one of the first to move north of, I don't know what the dividing
line is down there, Poplar or something like that, but it was, generally, the opposition was
from, I don't like to use the word hooligans, and I think the community in general was not
going to rise up and resist them. But, of course, they’d been kept up pretty much to
themselves, therefore, their contacts outside of the Japanese community were limited.
Are you familiar with Elizabeth Humbargar? Well, Elizabeth is kinda the patron Saint of
the oriental Americans for years, Chinese and Japanese. She’s practically worshipped
by the Japanese Americans here and she’d been given one of them Emperors awards
for her services to the Japanese people and so forth and she and a few others that were
connected. They had a little episode that was a little this way or down by French camp
during the war or-hoodlums got in and upset the headstones in the Japanese cemetery
and so forth. And a few members of the faculty and some of the students, and some of
them at that time were in the military group, went out and cleaned up the cemetery and
put them back, but this was before the Japanese came back. So, there were elements of
the community that we're concerned that things be done properly and there was a WRA
[War Relocation Authority] representative here to sort of try to iron out the thing. As a
matter of fact, when he left, he came to me and said, “I've got a whole file drawer full of
stuff that the- would you like to have?” And I said, “You bet I would.” So, that got turned
over in its entirety to the university library.
Interviewer: What about when, of course, when the American servicemen came back. Were you
aware of a lot of anti-Japanese feeling on their part?
Jacoby: No, I don’t think so. I think not. No, the American Legion was a problem when the
relocation settlement was on. I've got some clippings on that score. But, on the whole,
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the leadership in the legion and so forth, I think, it was rather understanding of the whole
situation. These were Americans and not Japs, in the wartime sense of the word.
Interviewer: Cause I have run across a couple of cases of the small town where I grew up where
there was a lot [ ] service men.
Jacoby: Where was that?
Interviewer: Pardon?
Jacoby: Where was that?
Interviewer: Kingsburg.
Jacoby: Oh, yes. If you didn't speak Swedish down there, you had a rather hard time.
Interviewer: Right.
Jacoby: No, there were spots on that. There was one case up in [The Dalles], Oregon, I think,
where they defaced, they were going to put up a sign listing all of the servicemen or the
men who had been killed in action from the United States Army and they wouldn’t allow
the Japanese names to be put on there because there were some who were in the
Japanese unit so- Incidentally, you were asking about the four forty second. That was an
outgrowth of the registration. That, as they signed up on registration-Then there were
recruiting teams that came to all of the centers and recruited, interviewed and recruited
men, who were passed in this regard and then it was decided, for visibility purposes, to
put all of them in a single unit and they were taken to camp Shelby in Mississippi for their
training and this was the beginning of that. Later, they brought down this one hundred
infantry battalion from Wisconsin and it became a part of the four forty second and are
you familiar with the moving picture Go for Broke?
Interviewer: I just heard the title, but I don’t know if I ever saw that.
Jacoby: Well, it’s a remarkable picture. Go for broke, of course, is a Hawaian-Japanese phrase
and, I mean, if you’re shooting craps “I'll go go for broke.” This is the theme or the
symbol of the four forty second.
Interviewer: I guess, maybe, I didn't realize there was a movie, but I've heard that as being the
theme of that.
Jacoby: It was a movie and it did a lot toward changing attitudes across the country in that
particular regard.
Interviewer: Was it the Japanese Citizens League that your friend started or-?
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Jacoby: Japanese American-Oh, no. Well, Japanese-American Citizens League had been
organized in the thirties [1930s] and it suffered because it was a group of fairly selfconscious American, Japanese Americans, who organized this and they were consulted.
They were all youngsters, you see, in the eyes of the old [Issei], these were just
youngsters. These were just kids in their twenties and the things that they agreed to, at
times, with the WRA [War Relocation Authority] and military, in terms of programs, we're
not always acceptable to the older Japanese. And so you had a tension in some of the
camps between the JACL [Japanese American Citizens League] crowd and the anti-JCL
[Japanese American Citizens League] crowd and it was the JACL [Japanese-American
Citizens League] crowd, largely, that got out most readily. They were ones who were
most ready to kind of trust the United States government then trust the American society
and all the rest. But the JACL [Japanese American Citizens League] was a very young
organization when, I think, 1935-37, I just don’t know when it was organized. We can
look that up pretty easily. After they came back, of course, all other organizations had
gone out of existence they were barred, they were forbidden. The old Japanese
association, which was kind of the controlling umbrella organization in the community, it
was discredited and no longer in existence and any group that wants to collect money
for the Japanese Red Cross, or something like that, no, something like that, So, the
JACL [Japanese American Citizens League] became the only organization and it has
remained that and, of course, through the years as the Issei have grown older and have
died off, the JACL [Japanese American Citizens League] figures, now, have risen and
they are the spokesperson for the Japanese community. This also has its adverse... Are
you familiar with the whole redress movement? Okay, well, the redress movementthere's a logic behind it, although it is difficult to pin down because you try to follow one
line logic, square them out, and then you have to swallow another. A lot of that had to do
with the campaigns for candidacy, the national presidency of the Japanese American
Citizens League [JACL]. That the candidate would promise that he would do this or do
that. If he got elected, he would see that we've got this and he would see that we got that
and this whole redress movement was kind of political within the Japanese community.
The Japanese, well, I will say this for Roosevelt and some of the others, they knew how
to dramatize situations, almost as well as Reagan does. But there were four brothers
from Pasadena, the Masaoka brothers, Mike and I forget the other names of them. They
all went into the service. I'm not sure what one was killed, but when they came back,
they were featured and, of course, Mike kinda became the national secretary or
Washington lobbyist for the JACL [Japanese American Citizens League] and so forth.
But that family and its loyalty and everything else had been given a lot of play in
publicity. Another figure that we had in Chicago when he was there, was Ben Kuroki, a
Japanese-American who grew up in Kansas, who never was in a camp, never knew the
west coast, who was got into the air force and who was a tail gunner on some of the
[Ploesti] raids over in Romania and he came back and he was [feted], written up, and
taken around all over the country to, sort of, improve the image of Japanese in a lot of
places where [they’ve] kind of been utterly unaware of the fact that they were Japanese
working. Are you familiar with the intelligence work the Japanese did in South Pacific?
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Well, this is all written up in a book at the library, can't think of the name of it right now.
We have a couple of the men in town who were in that particular thing. These men were
selected to go to Camp Savage in Minnesota and be trained in the Japanese language,
Japanese language training school. They recognized that most of the Nisei couldn't
speak Japanese, couldn’t speak it accurately enough, couldn’t speak it properly, and so
forth. And then these men after their training were then offered to the Marines, to the
Army, and the Navy. I don’t think the Navy ever used them, but the Army and Marines
did and they were the intelligence people for the fighting units in the South Pacific. And
many places they had to put a fellow Marine escort with any of them because if these
guys were ever caught by the Japanese, they would be really mistreated. But they did all
of the translation. I've got a book with that and I've got a review of one of the books in
that regard. But my friend Mike [Haroa], that’s not quite right, but he lives over here at
Princeton, was in that particular operation and I've talked extensively with him about his
experiences in South Pacific. Not all of them were Japanese. Bill [Dojer] who just retired
two years ago, was the superior court judge, was trained in that and he speaks
Japanese fluently and he was in the South Pacific in the intelligence work at that time
too. So, the Japanese Americans were in really two major areas. The intelligence office
scattered through the South Pacific and then in the four forty second, which was a more
visible and it was designed that way. They wanted to-they felt if they scattered them all
through the Army, there wouldn’t be the same beneficial effect of their service. It was
segregation, but if you do it for the right reasons, I guess, it's alright.
Interviewer: What were your feelings when the campaign for redress originated and how have
they changed, if they have?
Jacoby: Well, I haven't kept up with that. I think being at the moon, some of the things that they
wanted to accomplish, I think, are just ridiculously foolish. They wanna- one of the
original proposals was twenty five thousand dollars to every person who has spent any
time in one of the centers. Well, if you want to link it to persons who it can be shown
suffered seriously, whether economically or psychologically or physically from that
experience, I think we owe them many more times twenty five thousand dollars apiece.
But for a kid who was only five years old in the camp and who would be eligible under
that kind of plan. Well, they've got a whole host- I got a folder in here on the whole thing.
The rationale behind the whole thing is very American. It’s very timely. It’s a matter of
punishing somebody for something that somebody else did and, of course, I told them. I
said, “I’m not going to get into an argument over that.” I said, “Given the deficit in the
United States government of the fact that the volume Japanese [egregious] have the
sympathy of a lot of people who don't have any political clout and there would be a
tremendous amount of resentment over that kind of a problem.” See, the proposition
would never get through Congress. It just wouldn't have a ghost of a chance and I think
I'm still right on that. They changed the objective around, they were going to put the
money into a certain foundation, they were going to do this and other things, and I'm not
sure what the status is. I was offered an opportunity to appear before the commission
that was going around the country, but they wanted me to come to Los Angeles of my
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own expense and give me ten minutes to make a written statement and so forth. Well,
Sam, Sam [Anakowa] tried to recruit me for that and I thought I would be in San
Francisco, but, no, Los Angeles, and I called them up, “Thank you for the opportunity,
but- and I will file a statement of my concerns in this regard,” but I figured no point in
making more, injuring more friendships within the Japanese community by taking too
public a stand on it, butInterviewer: I just wondered what form of redress you would be most comfortable with?
Jacoby: Well, I would be very very much in favor of that which could be established or the
experience had real serious impact. Don’t kid yourself, the whole experience was
beneficial to a considerable number of persons. Remember we were going east, oh
golly, it was about eight years ago. Did you know Sam Meyer, who was the academic
vice president? Well, Sam was retiring as president at Ohio Northern and some of his
friends got a hold of a few of us and said, “Any possibility of coming back here and
joining in the kind of ‘this is your life’ a surprise affair for Sam,” and we got a hold of
Grace Burns. She had been invited too. So, we said, “Let’s go to this thing.” We wanted
to go see up and see our kids afterwards anyway. Well, we were gonna stopover in
Chicago and I called, I got in touch with one of my very good friends, Harry [Miata], who
after getting to Chicago and working for Mr. Shirrell for a while, went on to law school
and is now practicing attorney in Chicago and I said, “Any chance you've got-” and I
named a half dozen people that I particularly knew were in the Chicago area. I said, “I
would love to get them together.” One of my former secretaries [ ] Yamata, anyway.
Well, they had about twelve couples there and that we had known or had some contact
with and they were in some significant jobs in and around the Chicago area. Not a one of
them would have got into that kind of work, that kind of experience. Here’s a vice
president of the Container Corporation of America, here’s a very prominent insurance
man, here’s a man who was, at that time, the chief buyer of produce for all the
cooperative markets in the Chicago area. And we got to talking about the thing and they
admitted that it was a little rough being evacuated, but the experience, it scattered for
one thing, it opened up a lot of job doors for people that would never have been opened
except for that experience. Another thing, it gave a lot, it gave twenty five thousand
Japanese Americans or more experience of travel across the country, even if a lot of
them came back to the state. They got a different view of the country. We had one little
interesting episode, Joyce kind of grew up in the YWCA movement and she met [Ayaku
Kukamuru], the wife of a dentist from Sacramento and [Ayaku] had been active in the
YWCA in Sacramento. Well, they were just- they hit it off beautifully. Well, [Ayaku] was
also active in trying to start a young group for girls [ ] and getting along quite nicely. Well,
then there was going to be a conference, YW conference. Now, where was that? That
was going to be in Idaho or Montana or someplace up in that area, maybe even farther
east, and she wanted if possible, she could go. Well, we arranged it, no problem. Put her
on a temporary leave. She went back to the conference and then she came back. I
remember one evening in our home, she started talking about experiences. She started
giggling and said, “You know, one thing I found out is we’re not the only problem in the
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United States.” (laughing) Well, the [Kumomotos] were there that night and we had the
dinner in Chicago. He was a very successful practicing practice out in the north side of
Chicago. A dentist and their kids had grown up and they’re one of those who we
exchanged Christmas letters with every year. I’m trying to think of [Ina Yumato]. Oh, one
other thing, delightful things, this little secretary, bug-eyed gal, up in Portland, lovely, she
was going to go out on leave. She gave me the name of the company she was gonna
work for, the Howe Scale Company, and I wrote a long letter back there and I said,
“Look, I want you to take care of this young lady. If you don't take care of her, I'm coming
back to see you.” And I got this letter back from [Howe] “[ ] with yours of the thirteenth
comes a wire from [Miss Yamata] and to Grand Island, Nebraska. The new train is over
four hours late so we haven't had yet the opportunity of meeting her. The assurance you
give us concerning her character and ability is greatly appreciated since you can
understand our uncertainty in concluding this transaction sight unseen.”
End of Side A (Tape 3)
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